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Distributivity, Asymmetry, and Both 
Christine Brisson 
Rutgers University 
The English determiner and Boated quantifier both IS commonly assumed to induce 
a distnbutive reading on a sentence m wtuch 1t appears (Ladusaw 1 982, Link 1 984, Roberts 
1987, Landman 1 989) In dus paper I will deftnd a different hypothesis that the conuibution 
of both to a sentence is not an assertion of distributivity. but a presupposition of "asymmetry " 
For purposes of exposition I will call the first hypothesis the distributivity hypothesis, and the 
second one the presupposition hypothesis. 
The distributivity hypothesis accounts for the inability of both to appear with some 
collective predicates However, we will see that while it is true that collective predicates 
uniformly disallow distributive quantifiers (as can be shown by using each as a test), it is not 
true that collective predicates uniformly disallow both, as predicted by the distributivity 
hypothesis Instead, the ability of collective predicates to appear with both appears at first 
glance to vary widely. ahnost idiosyncratically 
I will argue here that rather than assert distributivity, both has a presuppoSJtJon that 
is in some sense distributive the presupposition that at least one of the two mdividuals salient 
in the discourse has some property under discussion In most cases (but not all, as will be 
discussed later), a sentence with both asserts exactly what the same sentence without both 
asserts The idea that the presupposition reqwres "at least one," we will see, gives the 
presupposition a flavor of asymmetncality between the two individuals Tius asymmetricality 
will be crucial in distinguishing between those coUective predicates that can and cannot appear 
with both 
For reasons of space, I will be forced here to restrict my attention to the "floatmg" 
both with a conjoined subject I hope the reader will be able to see that the analysJs gJven 
here extends quite readily in most cases to determiner both when it appears in a subject DP 
The paper will proceed as foUows I will first outline the distributivity hypothesis and 
show where its shortcomings are Then I will make the case for the presuppoSltlon 
hypothesis, and show thm it better predicts the Tm�ge of constructions where both can appear. 
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(7) A.Ph[V'u(uO'x - P(u))](separate)(o+v) 
'v'u(uO'(o+v) - separate(u)) 
= separate( o) & separate( v) 
The intuition that separaJe can only hold of groups can be formally represented by 
treating the predi� separaJ.e as a function from sums (plural md1VJduals) to truth values 
The function is undefined for arguments that are not pluralities (See Ladusaw 1 982 for an 
early form of this idea.) (7) is then predicted to be ungrammancal since the (singular) 
individuals o and v are predicated of separaJe Thus the distributivity hypothesis correctly 
predicts that ( 1 b) is ungrammatical 
So the d.istributivity hypothesis goes some distance in explaining the distnbution of 
both However. there are cowtt.erexamples many "coUective" predicates allow the presence 
of both, wbJch should be impossible t.mder the distributive hypothesis 
(8) a Les and Pete collided 
b Les and Pete both collided. (on the "wzth each other" readmg) 
(9) a Bobby and Cindy shared a cookie 
b Bobby and Cmdy both shared a coolae ( ''wtth each other" readmg)1 
In addition, words like each odtu (Heim, I...amik, and May 1991) and together require 
predicates to take sum argwnents, but nevertheless these predicalcs allow both much more 
freely than the distributive hypothesis predicts. 
( 1 0) a Jane and Sarah left together 
b Jane and Sarah both left together 
( 1 1 )  a Les and Pete crashed into each other 
b Les and Pete both crashed into each other 
( 1 2) a Mike and Danny looked at each other 
b Mike and Danny both looked at each otherl 
Finally, the p1ese:nce of both does not force a predicate to be interpreted distributively, 
if a non-distributive reading ts available Predicates whose Clttensions are mixed (in the sense 
of Link 1983. 1 994, and Landman 1 989), such as carry the purno upstairs, are not 
disambiguated m favor of a distributive reading when they appear with both 
1 Some speakers find the (b) senteuces m these eXIIIIIples to be pcrfa:tly grmnnabcal 1111d others 
would� ibcm a ?. bul. al.l  dtbc !pCikt:rs I tested fOUDd the seniCDCCS m (I b-3b) to be robustly worse 
lhm those m (8b-12b) For mnpllcrty I will treat dus as a bmary 0011trast 
1 The sent.c:oces where both 1s "floatmg." TBtber lh1111 m prmommal pos�llon, xem to be better m 
general I don't have 1111y explllll.bon for dus fact 3
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This has as a consequence that both sentences in ( 1 9) assert the proposition given in (20) � 
( 19) a Naom1 and Christy are tall 
b Naomi and Christy are both tall. 
(20) tall'(n+c) 
The only difference, then, between ( 19a) and ( 1 9b) is that ( 19b) presupposes the proposition 
in (2 1 )  
(2 1 )  tall'(n) V tall'( c) 
Quite a similar proposal about the presupposition associated with both was made by 
Edmondson ( 1 978) ' However, he also took both to be fundamentally distributive, and so did 
not use the idea of a presupposition to account for data like that in (8- 1 2) 
Here I will pursue the idea that both has a presupposition using Stalnaker's 1dea ( 1 973, 
1978) that presuppos1t1ons serve as a restnction on the kinds of discourse that will admit a 
sentence with both The presupposition can be added by accommodation (Lewis 1979) when 
it is not already entailed by the discourse 
Stalnaker observed that sentences are always uttered 10 a context. which includes. 
among other things, those propositions that the speaker and hearer take for granted If we 
treat propositions as denoting sets of worlds (in which the proposition is true). then the set 
of propositions 10 the context. taken together, describe a set of possible worlds· the set of 
worlds in which all ofthe propositions are true This set of worlds he calls the "context set " 
With each proposition that gets added to the context, the context set shrinks In this way the 
speakers are systematically wtnnowing down the set oflive possibilities under cons1derauon 
In this framework, a presupposition is a proposition that ts true in all of the poss1ble 
worlds under consideration if the sentence that has that presupposition is to be 10terpretal:Jie 
the context set must entail the presupposition for it to be presupposed Presuppos1t1on failure 
arises if the context set fails to entail the presupposition In other words. a presupposition 
dictates that only certain contexts will be suitable for the interpretation of a sentence. and that 
in other contexts, the function that represents the sentence's potential to increment the context 
(in Heim's ( 1 983) term, its context change potential) is undefined. 
We can see evidence that both does have this "context-selecting" function 1f we look 
at the sentences in (22) Imagine Mr & Mrs Jones have two children, and Mrs Jones comes 
• Most people would qy that ta// 1s lllherently d1stnbuuve. wluch "'ould be expressed 1.11 l1nk's 
fnuneworic by a 0 operator and 1.11 Landman's by a • on tall I won't concern myself wtth representmg th.­
U\ lhe translatJon, smce what IS auc1al to my hypothesis 1s that ( 18a) and ( 18b) have the same translation 
1 Thanks to Roger Schwarzscluld for bnngmg th1s to my attention 
5
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DISTRIBUTIVITY. ASYMMETRY, AND BOTH 23 
distributivity Instead, l will propose that the explanation for (I b) is slightly more complex 
wruch we will be able to see after the next section 
4. Asymmetrical Predicates and "Context Reevaluation" 
Recall the sentence (8b), repeated as (25) 
(25) Pete and Les both collided 
According to the rule I gave in ( 1 8), (25) has the followmg presupposition 
(26) collide'(p) V collide'(!) 
This formula is ill-formed, just as the formula in (24) was Yet nat1ve speaker judgment says 
that (25) is fine, or at least much better than (23) To explain trus fact, I need to introduce 
an idea I call "context reevaluation " 
The intuitive idea behind context reevaluation is that if a speaker utters a sentence that 
appears at first to have an undefined context change potential, the hearer is licensed to work 
a little harder to find a presupposition such that if that proposition is added to the context, the 
sentence can be interpreted I take this to be a more specialized form of presupposition 
accommodation, and it is also similar to the idea, expressed for example in Schwarzscruld 
( 1994), that the understood domain of quantification can be adjusted on pressure of finding 
an informative interpretation for a sentence 
Specifically, what I want to propose here is that if a predicate with a trans1t1ve vanant 
is used collectively, the hearer is licensed to use the transitive form of the predicate to find the 
property Z that makes a well-formed presupposition. Trus ensures that the property Z is 
always a property that is quite closely related to the property contributed by the VP For 
example, using context reevaluation, the property Z for (25) is not just the property of 
colliding, but the closely related property of colliding into the other contextually salitnt 
individual. Trus means that using context reevaluation, the presupposition for (25) 1s the 
proposition in (27) 
(27) collide.into les'(p) V collide into pete'(!) 
Now, a context that entails (27) includes all the worlds where Pete collided into Les, 
or Les collided into Pete. Notice that trus proposition retains the asymmetrical flavor that I 
have claimed is important to an understanding of both In other words, trus context set will 
include worlds where Les collided into Pete, but not vice vers"' and Pete collided into Les, 
but not vice versa 
The sentence in (25), then, can be interpreted if the context entails (27) The 
translation of (25), I claim, is the proposition given in (28), which is the same as the 
translation would be if the sentence did not contain both 
7
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sentence's presupposition is not met, its context change potential IS undefined The sentence 
is doomed always to be either uninfonnative or undefined 
So what we have managed to tease apart here is that it is the not1on of symmetry that 
does the work of separating the collect1ve predicates that allow both from the collective 
predicates that do not Both requires an asymmetrical presupposition. if the sentence cannot 
have an asymmetrical presuppositiOn, its interpretation goes awry 
We can see more clearly how important symmetry is by comparing (2b), repeated as 
(32), with (33) (This example was pointed out to me by Veneeta Dayal) 
(32) •DiXIe and Jerald both married (each other reading) 
(33) Dixie and Jerald both willingly mamed (each other reading) 
(32) is bad for the same reason we have just seen with separate After context reevaluation 
its presupposition is 
(34) marry dix1e'G) V marry jerald'( d) 
Clearly, any world where Jerald married Dixie is a world where D1x1e mamed Jerald. so the 
assertion marry'(d+ J) will not shrink the context set However, dus is not true for the 
predicate wtllmgly marry Since Jerald's willingness to marry D1x1e does not entad her 
willingness to marry him, the predicate can have the asymmetrical presuppositiOn requ1red by 
both, which enables the assertion of (33) to shrink the context set 
6. Still More on Symmetry 
There is other data that can be explained by the idea that asymmetry is an Important 
aspect of both's contribution While (35) is a perfectly good sentence, the addition of both 
to the first conjunct, as in (36), degrades it considerably 
(35) Pete and Les collided, but it was really Pete's fault 
{36) •Pete and Les both collided, but it was really Pete's fault 
It would be hard to imagine how the distributivity hypothesis could account for the difference 
in (35-36), but it follows straightforwardly from the presupposition hypothesis 
Heim ( 1 983) offers a general "admittance condition" on complex sentences 
( 1983 1 1 7), which is given in (3 7) 
(3 7) A context c admits a sentence S just in case each of the constituent sentences of S 1s 
admitted by the corresponding local context 
For a complex sentence "A+B" (of the type in (35-36)), the local context of B is the context 
derived by adding A to c In other words, c+A is the context in which B must be mterpreted 
9
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proposition can:r'(j) These include worlds in which the denotation of carry' is any oftho�e 
g1ven in (40) 
( 40) (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
carry' = (j } 
carry' =  (j. U. b } } 
carry' = {j, b. {J, b }  } 
Context set A also includes all those worlds wh1ch are consistent with the proposition 
carry'(b) These include worlds in wh1ch the denotation of carT}' IS any of those given m 
(4 1 )  
(4 1 )  (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
carry' = { b }  
carry' = { b. {J. b } }  
carry' = (j. b. {J. b } } 
Now the assertton caf'T}•'(J +b) comes along, and shrinks the context to context set B In 
context set B. worlds in wh1ch the denotation of carT}'' is as in ( 40i) or ( 41 i) have been 
eliminated, because they are not consistent With the assertion But the worlds tn which carry' 
has the (ii) or (111) denotatton remain, because they are consistent with the assertion Smce 
the denotation in these worlds includes the plural individual {j, b } ,  the collective readmg of 
the predtcate ts still possible 7 
For Schwarzsch1ld. the distributive and collective "readings" of mixed-extension 
predtcates are actually JUSt "construals" of the predicate. He argues that the construals anse 
because the domain of dtscourse can be constramed by the context to include just indiVIduals 
or just pluralities (and tt can also be indeterminate with respect to these two possibilities) 
The point I am arguing here is that since m Schwarzschild's account the extension of the 
predicate does not necessarily reveal the "way" tn wh1ch a propostt1on like carT)'(/ b) can 
be true, it is possible to give an account of both which allows it to be compat1ble with the 
collective and the distributive construals 
In this respect, Schwarzschild's theory differs crucially from the account of 
distributivity and collectivity proposed by Landman ( 1 989) For Landman the dtstmction 
between a coUect1ve (he used the term "group") reading and a distributive reading IS sharply 
drawn mixed-extension predicates are ambiguous between a distributive predicate (the 
starred translation) and a collective predicate (the non-starred translation), and there are two 
types of plural individuals, sums and groups While it is possible that the analys1s of both that 
I've given here could be made to work in Landman's analysis. such a proJect would almost 
• Really •carry' for Schwarzscluld. but I'm leaVJng that deta1l llS1de What IS Important 1s thai plural 
pred1cates can have smgular mdiVJduals m thetr extens1ons 
1 It should be pomtcd out that there is another po:;.�1ble denotation for carry' that ha.' been ruled out 
by the presupposition carry' = ( (J+b} } . This mean..� that strictly speaking. the worlds in context set B 
.-e worlds in wtuch the pmlacate may be bUe collectively In addltloa to bemg true for at least one of the 
two boys. as m a Situation where there was more than one CIIJT)'Inl! of the p1ano 11
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contributes to the sentence a presupposition calculated on the VP and the two individuals that 
make up the subJect NP By proposing a potentially a�ymmetrical presupposition, the 
presuppos1t1on hypothesis is able to distinguish between the collective predicates that allo"" 
both and those that don't the crucial difference is symmetricality In addition, the 
presuppos1t1on hypothesis explains the impossibility of "asymmetrical continuation" (section 
7) Finally. m 1ts explanation for the fact that hmh does not disambiguate mixed-extension 
pred1cates, the presupposition hypothesis offers some support for the view of plurality and 
d1stributivity proposed by Schwarzschild ( 1994) 
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